A simple and straightforward method of the solution of certain multiplicative Diophantine equations is presented, in terms of arrays and g.c.d. conditions.
1NTRo~ucTtoN
Bell [l] in his classic paper on "Reciprocal Arrays and Diophantine Analysis" categorized multiplicative Diophantine equations into seven types and obtained the solutions for them in terms of the minimum number of necessary and suffkient parameters. His method required the use of reciprocal arrays. Here we show that we can dispense with the use of reciprocal arrays and so our method is simple and straightforward.
In Section 2, the fundamental Theorem 2.1 is stated and proved by induction. In Section 3, an explicit algorithm for the construction of the solution of the homogeneous multiplicative Diophantine equation of degree n is given. In Section 4, the uniqueness of the solution is discussed and in Section 5, mention is made about the solutions of equations of other types.
FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM
The following is the fundamental theorem: for all i, j= 1, 2, . . . . n, where the n2 independent parameters q4il (i, j= 1,2 ,..., n) are positive integers which can be arranged as an n x n square array A(b) with tiii being at the intersection of the ith row and the jth column, subject to the greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) conditions (Xl, u,) = 9,; (2.3) applying to only the diagonal elements of the array.
As usual, (x, y) denotes the g.c.d. of x and y. To prove Theorem 2.1, it is first necessary to show that it holds for n = 2 (the n = 1 is included vacuously in all algorithms). The proof for this case proceeds as in Bell [ 11, except for the fact that the products of the elements in the rows are x, and x2 while the products of the elements in the columns are ui and u2 (thereby dispensing with the reciprocal array).
The case n = 2 does not reveal the complexity of the problem, which begins to unfold if we consider explicitly the n = 3 case, when (2.1) becomes
If (xi, u,) = a and (G, u2) = e, then
x, =az,, uI =azZ with (z,, z2)= 1,
and .x2 = ez3, u2 = ezq with (z,, zq) = 1. (2.5b)
Substituting for x, , x2, U, , and u2 in (2.4) and cancelling ae, we have z,zjx3 = z2-7'$243. (2.6) By virtue of (2.5) it follows that z, /zqu3 and z2/z3x3 so that z4u3 = ZSZl and The last of the g.c.d. conditions is a consequence of (gh, cf) = 1 obtained from (2.9) and (2.13), which on multiplying by i yields from (2.16), (x3, Us) = i. These three g.c.d. conditions imply the nine relative prime conditions given in (2.9) and (2.13). Having derived the result for n = 2 and 3 for Type I and for n = 3, m = 2 for Type II multiplicative Diophantine equations, we proceed to prove the theorem by induction.
An inductive argument reminiscent of that used by Brudno and Louck [2] It is noted that the two Type II equations in (2.30) are of degree (n -1,2). These were solved in (2.32) and consequently we are led in (2.36) to two new Type II equations of degree (n -2,2) and an equation of Type I of degree 2. This is thus a convergent procedure. At every step in this procedure, care must be taken to ensure that the relative prime conditions of the earlier steps are not violated in assuming the g.c.d. conditions of the current step. This procedure will then result in the required elements of the solution array being precisely n* and neither more nor less (as in the case of n = 3 shown explicitly earlier). Starting with (2.1), the number of g.c.d. conditions assumed being n -1 implies that there are (n -1 )3 relative prime conditions given in (2.35). Of these, there will be (n -l)(n -2)/2 repetitions so that the number of independent relative prime conditions which follow from the (n -1) g.c.d. conditions is (n -1)3 -$(n -l)(n -2).
(2.37) SRINIVASA 
RAO, SANTHANAM, AND RAJESWARI
We note that, in the procedure followed here, there are intermediate g.c.d. conditions like (2.33) which imply relative prime conditions such as (2.35). A systematic study of these intermediate g.c.d. conditions, which are (n -l)(n -2) in number, will show that the number of independent relative prime conditions, in addition to those counted in (2.37), is In-3) (n-l)(n-2)+ c (n-i)(n-il)(n-i-2).
(2.38) r=l
Since the solution is of the form ' (2.39) (n -1) out of the independent relative prime conditions given in (2.37) will combine with the (n -1 )(n -2) independent relative prime conditions in (2.38) to yield the (n -1)' independent relative prime conditions We prefer to call (2.42) or (2.43) the relative prime conditions to be satisfied by the parameters. It is easy to find that the number of independent prime conditions satisfied by the parameters viz. conditions of the form (do, dki)= 1 is n(n-l)(n-3/2). For example, when n= 3, this number is 9 given by (2.9) and (2.13).
ALGORITHM FOR GENERATING THE SOLUTION
In addition to the n x n matrix 4, whose elements represent the solution (2.2) for the Type I equation (2.1), let us define two other n x n (intermediate) matrices 5 and q as detailed below.
Step 1. For i= 1, 2, . . . . n, using the n g.c.d. conditions, the n diagonal elements of the array C$ given by (2.1) are obtained.
Step 2. The g.c.d. conditions imply (2.42) and (2.43). Now define ri, = xi/dii and qli = ui/dii for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. These are n elements of the arrays t; and q.
Step 3. Set i=l andj=l.
Step 4. For the given i, let k = i+ 1, i+ 2, . . . . n, and p = i + 1, i + 2, . . . . n -2. The n -i elements of 4 given by dik = (hk-13 Vik), (3.1) and the n -i -2 elements of < and q given by Step 5. For the given j, let f=j+l, j+2 ,..., n, and q= j+ 1, j + 2, . . . . n -2. The n -j elements of 4 given by drj = (503 9/-l,jh (3.4) and the n -j -2 elements of 5 and 4 given by Step 6. Increment i to i + 1 until i < n -1. Increment j to j+ 1 until jdn-1 and go to Step4. This algorithm not only provides a nice check for the proof by induction given in Section 2 but it is also useful for numerical calculation.
UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION
It is to be noted that the Theorem 2.1, due to Bell [ 11 does not give rise to a unique solution, as long as only the n g.c.d. conditions (2.3) satisfied by the n2 parameters are prescribed. However, the algorithm given in Section 3 explicitly details a procedure where, in addition to the n g.c. 
independent relative prime conditions. However, at this stage only n of the n2 required parameters in the n x n array, namely the diagonal elements independent relative prime conditions. Thus, all the elements in the array except the elements in the nth column and the nth row, excluding the diagonal element d,,,,, , having been fixed by the aforesaid conditions, the form of the solution (2.2) fixes uniquely these remaining 2(n -1) elements in the n x n array. The solution is thus unique. One interesting observation is that in (4.2) the summation index being 1 Q i 6 (n -3), no independent relative prime conditions arise due to intermediate g.c.d. conditions for n < 3.
SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIONS OF OTHER TYPES
Bell [ 1 ] had to formally make the equation of Type II homogeneous by introducing new independent variables as factors and first solve it as a Type I equation. The new variables are then set equal to 1 to get the solution for the Type II equation. He had to follow this cumbersome procedure because he used reciprocal arrays. For, by definition, given a square array A(#), the reciprocal array AR(~) is obtained by arranging the diagonals of A($) as the rows of AR(#). So, Bell [l] had to start always with a square array, since diagonals are not defined for rectangular arrays. In our approach, since we have dispensed with the reciprocal arrays, the solution (2.2) utilizes only the products of row and column elements of the given array. The solution for a general Type II equation The illustrative examples given by Bell [ 1 ] to obtain the solutions for Types III to VII, follow directly from the solution to (2.1). Since the steps which lead to the solutions of the generalizations of the homogeneous multiplicative Diophantine equation are analogous to those given by E. T. Bell, we do not provide them here. However, they will be made available to the interested reader, on request [4] .
In conclusion, we point out that the problem of "Multiplicative Diophantine Equations" was first investigated by E. T. Bell and Morgan Ward in 1933. These authors used reciprocal arrays and the proof by induction given by E. T. Bell was not for general n (n being the degree of the Type I equation). The Theorem 2.1 is a modification of E. T. Bell's theorem in that we dispensed with reciprocal arrays which enabled us to give a simplified proof by induction for general n.
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